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APPLICATION OF A STATISTICAL CORRELATION 
FUNCTION FOR DETERMININ~ DAUGHTER HALF LIVES 

IN THE RANGE 10- to 10-l SECOND 

Michael D. Petroff and Wesley 0. Doggett 
Physics Department and Radiation Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

March 31, 1956 

ABSTRACT 

Discussed herein is the application of a statistical correlation method 
1 

to the determination of the lifetime of an activity in equilibrium with a long

lived parent activity. It is shown that this method has a definite advantage 

over delayed -coincidence methods when the lifetime to be measured is of the 
-4 f order of 10 second or longer. An electronic apparatus designed to per orm 

the operations required by the statistical correlation method is described. 

This equipment has been used for a new determination, .0"293 ± "020 x 10-
3 

second, for the half life of y
88m. 
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APPLICATION OF A STATISTICAL CORRELATION 
FUNCTION FOR DETERMININQ DAUG)ITER, HALF LIV:ES 

. IN THE RANG'E 10- to-10- SECOND - . -

* Mich~e1 D. Petroff and Wesley 0. Doggett. 
Physics Department and Radiation Laboratory 
University of California, .Berkeley, California 

M~nch 31, 1956 

INTRODUCTION 

The delayed-coincidence method has been wideiy ~sed to' investigate 

iso~eric states of nuclei with half lives between 10- 10 and 1'0 - 4 s~cond. 
However, when the delayed -coincidence method is applied to longer Life..:· 

times, the time required for a measurement of acceptable accuracy becomes 

prohibitive. A method for evaiuating the coefficient of correlation between 

two collectively correlated but individually random sets of pulses, utilizing 

a statistical correlation f~nction, has been proposed." and its possible appli

cation to the proble~ ofmeasuring the lifetimes of act'ivlties in equilibrium 

with long-lived parent activities is suggested. 
1 

In the region of half lives of 

the order of 10-4 second or longer, a technique based on this method, whEm 

compared withthe delayed-coincideO:ce method, ·results in a higher accuracy 

obtainable in a given time. 
. ' 

In Section I of this paper' we introduce the formulas presented in the 

original paper
1 

on the co~r~lation method, and indicate their derivation 

from probability theory. In Section II a brief analysis of the expected sta-
-4 -1 

tistics of the coincidence method, when applied to the 10 to 10 -second 

region, is presented for comparison with the statistical errors in the cor

relation method. In Section III we describe an electronic circuit designed

to perform the operations required by the correlation method as discussed 

under Case I, Section I. Section IV c~ntains experimental results obtained 

with the apparatus described in III and includes the determination of the half 

life of YSSm. 

Now with United States Air Force. 

1 
V. I Goldanski and M. I. Podgoretski, Doklady Akad. Nauk S. S. S. R. 100, 

237 (1955). 
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1. THE CORRELA:TION METHOD 

As in the coincidence method, two detectors are placed near a source 

of radiations containing two or more different a-ctivities. In the presentation 

below it is assumed that the source of radiations does not decay noticeably 

during the time T of a given measurement. ··Consider the time T broken 

into N consecutiveintervals t 1 , t 2 , .•. ti, ... ~· oflength t. Let ai 

be the number of pulses from a detector A sensitive to the decay of nuclei 

of type A during the interval t., and b. the number of pulses from de';. 
1 1 

teeter B sensitive to the decay of nuclei of type B during the same in-

terval t .. 
1 . 

We used the word 11 type" in a sense that distinguishes between 

different excited states of a nucleus as well as between different isotopes; 

detector A is sensitive to type A decays but not to type B, detector B 

is sensitive to type B decays but not A; neither is necessarily insensitive 

to other types of decay that may also be present in the source. 

In the following discussion we shall call a correlated case that in which 

A and B designate, respectively, the parent and daughter levels in a cascade 

decay, and an uncorrelated case that in which A and B specify nuclear types 
. ' 

not related as members of a cascade. In both cases it is understood that the 

background in each counter due to the possible presence of types of activities 

other than A and B is uncorrelated in the above -mentioned sense. 

In Case I below we discuss the correlation method as introduced in 

Reference 1, and in Case II we consider a variation of the method suggested 

by its analogy with the delayed-coincidence technique. 

Case I 

With the above definitions the correlation method consists of computing 

the function, 

( 1) 

where the average, over a finite number of intervals N, is written thus to 

distinguish it from an average over an infinite set of values, which will be 

denot~d by the usual 11bar11 notation. 
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For the correlated case particular measurements of <j>N will give values 

distributed about the average value, 

-}..t 
}..t - 1 + e 

}..t 

( 2) 

where "- is the decay constant of the daughter activity, m is the average 

number of parent decays in the source during the time t, and EA' EB are 

the efficiencies of the two counters. The term f
1 

( ~t) is the probability of 

the decay of a daughter 1,1ucleus following the decay of its parent during the 

same interval. Equation (2) is valid for all values of the effic~encies and is 

since a. and b. may include a'. and b! un-
1 1 . 1 1 

the decay cascade is prompt, hi. must include 

independent of background, 

correlated pulses. Unless 

decays of nuclei of type B whose parent decayed at some time preceding the 

interval t .. 
1 

In terms of the root -mean -square deviation of ~ from the ave rage 

value ~· 

( 3) 

the relative error of a given determination of ~· .for the case of a prompt 
1 cascade when - << t and f 

1 
(}..t) = 1 , is given by 

A. 

B(*N) 
6 (~) -

1 
+ 

1 
( 4) 

where a.A and a.B give the ratips of average background counting rates to 

the detection rate of the decays associated with the cascade in each counter, 

For f( >..t) < 1 we. can approximate the relative. error by 

+ 
( 1 + a. A) ( 1 + a.B) 

EA E B f 1 ( ')..t) N 
EAEB<<l. 

For the uncorrelated case, values of <j>N will be distributed about 

( 5) 

(6) 

and the mean deviation of a given determination of <j>N from the zero average 

value is 

D(~l =)7:. = J:-i ar; . ( 7) 
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Equations (2), (4), and (5), can be readily obtained from the following 

distribution function: 

.. ~ . . 

Fcor(a,b~ = Pm(ffi)Ba-a' (eAJ:"ffi')Pa,(aAeAm)Bb.£:b' (eAf1( "-t,m)Pb,(r'·B + 

1 - f
1

(AtB · rn, (8) 

where 

(9) 

is the Poisson distribution, and 

1 u )m-u 
B ( ) _ m. e ( 1 -e. . 

u e,m .,... 
u~ (m-u)! 

( l 0) 

is the binomial distribution. 

F cor (a, b) expresses. the probability of observing during a particular 

interval, m parent decays, a counts from detector A of which a' originate 

from a source other than type A or B, and b counts from detector B of 

which b' are uncorrelated with the a-a' type A counts. 

Equations (6) and (7) follow from a distribution which is the product of 

two I?oisson distributions asrsociated with a and b, i.e., 

F (a, b) = P raJ Pb ('61_ ( 1 1) uncor a 

Case II 

In Case I above the function <j>N determines the correlation between the 

counts a. and b. which occur during the same interval of time. Alternately 
' 1 1 

we can investigate the correlation between the counts a. . and b. which 
1 + J 1 

occur during different intervals with the delayed correlation function 

1 N 1 N 
~ a. + J. b

1
. - --,-- ::E 

N i= 1 
1 N~ i= 1 

( 12) 

in which products must be taken between the counts from detector A and 

those from detector B accumulated during intervals of length t which are 

separated in time by jt. For j = 0 Eq. ( 12) is identical with Eq. ( 1). 

When· j ~1; for the uncorrelated case, or for prompt A-B cascades 

~(jt) = 0 ' ( 1 3) 
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and for the correlated case 

£
2

('At) = 4(sinh 2 'At )e-j'At/'At (N» 1)'. 
2 

( 14) 

By varying j with a fixed interval length t =. 1/"- it is possible to determine 

A. in a manner similar to the conventional delayed coincidence technique. In 

this case the relative error is also given by Eq. (5) with f 1()..t) replaced by 

f 2(A.t), and for the uncorrelated case Eq. (7) applies. 

2. COMPARISON OF THE STATISTICS OF THE CORRELATION 
METHOI!> WITH:rTHE: STATISTICS OF THE COINCIDENCE METHOD 

The minimum time required for a determination with an acceptable 

statistical relative error serves as a c'qnvenient basis for comparing the 

statistics of: the two methods. For the correlation method this time, T c' 

is readily derived from Eq. (5). For an appropriate choice of source 

strength, insuring that we have m » 1, 

(1 +aA) (1 +aB) 

EAEB N f 

If the relation T - Nt is used, the minimum time is then 

T ~ 
c 

t(1 + aA) (1 + aB) 

2 2 
eAeBf o 

( 15) 

( 16) 

where o is the acceptable relative error in <j>N' and f represents either 

f 
1 

or f
2 

depending on which of the two cases is being considered. 

To derive an expression equivalent to Eq. (16) for the coincidence 

method we treat the case of a coincidence circuit in whi·ch each channel has 

* an ideal resolving time r. 

The output counting rate R from a coincidence circuit is the sum 
c 

of two types of coincidence rates, 

* An ~nalysis for other cases, such' as one which involves counting Channel 1 

pulses during a gate time triggered by pulses in Channel 2, giYes results 

very similar to .tk~ :cifs~.:'?cti6se'rl"fo:i'tfl:e :d,ts:c:ussion. 
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where Rt is the correlated coincidence rate and Ra is the accidental 

coincidence rate. Although several methods are commonly used to evaluate 

Ra' it is convenient'here to assume that to obtain the quantity of interest 

Rt' Ra will be evaluated from the relation 

( 18) 

where r A and rB are the input counting rates in the two channels and are 

measured together with R . 
c 

Analogous to Cases (I) and (II) in section (I) there are two distinct 

ways of determining the lifetime 1/}.. of the daughter activity from Rt. 

Case I 

By obtaining Rt as a function of different resolving times, we can 

deduce ). from the relation 

EB 
Rt = 3 1 ( A., 'T) r A ' 

1 +a. A 

- '~>- 'T 
91(A., 'T) = 1-e ' ( 19) 

where g 1 p, 'T) is the probability of the decay of a daughter nucleus during 

a time 'T starting with the decay of its parent nucleus. Equation (19) is 

valid only if the dead time associated with the pulse width and counting rate 

in both channels is made negligible. This imposes a limiting condition on the 

counting rate in each channel, 

pA=rA'Tmax << 1 , p B = rB 'T << 1' max 
(20) 

where 'T is the maximum resolving time used in a given experiment. max 
The relative error in one determination of Rt in time T, bas~d on 

the same definition as in Eq. ( 3), is given by
2 

6(Rt) ~ (21) 

Defining T 
1 

as the minimum time required for a determination of Rt with 

an acceptable relative error o
1

, from Eq. (21), (17), (18), and (19) we 

2 
J. W. Dunworth, Rev. SCi. Instr. 11, 167 (1940) 

. ' ... 



obtain 

T1 = 
4T (1 + o. A) ( 1 + a. B) 

EAEBg-25 2 
1 1 

-10-

(22) 

The time T 
1 

should be compared with T c of the correlation method dis

cussed in Section I Case I. From the expressions for .31 ~ "l..t) and f 1 (>..t) it 

is seen that equivalent measurements for the two methods under comparison 

will be made when t ; 2 'T, 9 
1 

(>.. T) ; f 1 (~t:}, so that 

T 1 ; 2(1 + E A ~ 1 T max ) T c ( 2 3) 

4 p A 't( 1 + nB) 

Equation (23) shows that under any experimental conditions T 1 > "2 T c , 

and for the best experimentally realizaole conditions for the correlation 

method, when the acceptable relative error can be made small, T 1 must be 

as much as 30 times as large as T . The latter statement is based on the . . c 
choice or reasonable criteria for limiting p A' which can be expressed as 

pA << 5 if no de..a.d-time corrections to·Eq. (19) are made, and p<<j6if 

dead-time corrections are feasible. 

Case II 

By introducing a variable time delay T' into the channel associated 

with the parent decays. and keeping the resolving time constant, we can 

infer >.. from 
EB. 

Rt=
l+o.A 

("' ') I ( ') -l. T
1 

l -27\ ,._ 'j -z A, T, T r A , 9 2 . ).., 7'. 'T = e ( -e 1 . .,. .., (24) 

where 'j 2 (">.., T, T 1
) is the probability of decay of a dati:ghtel" n'\EQlaus du'l'ifig 

a time equal to 2T if its parent nucleus decayed at a time -r'-T prior to the 

beginning of the time 2.-r. For delayed-coincidence expe.riments in the milli

second region it is not feasible to use delay cables, which are used in the 

10~4 sec. or shorter region. The usual technique of introducing delays in

volves multivibrator circuits, which require that the average counting rate 

r A in the delayed channel satisfy 

p = rA (Ta + 'f) << 1, max 
(25) 
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m order that the dead time inherent in such a delay technique remain small. 

The interval T 1 
--, is the maximum delay to be used for a given set of max , 

measurements. With this condition, T 
2

, the minimum time for a measure-

ment of Rt with an acceptable relative error o
2

, is given by 

T2= 4-r(l+aA)(l+aB) (+ EAlJ2('T'max+-r)) (26) 

eAeB'jz 5 2 4p-r(1+aB) 

Be setting t '-!: T, 9 
2 
~ f

2 
in the region of interest XT ; 1 we can write 

4p'T(1 +aB) 

T 2 ~ 4 ( + E A <3 2 ( T' max + T)) T c ( 27) 

Equation (27) gives a comparison of T 
2 

with T c for the correlation method 

discussed in Section I Case II. When particular e A, o, p are considered 

it is found that we have T 
2 

> 4 T c , and for optimum conditions for the 

correlation method T 2 may be larger than T c by a factor of 50. 

In the preceding discussion we assumed in both cases of the correlation 

method that we had m >>I. When Eq. (2) in Case I is considered it is evident 

that <j>N must be measured for a wide range of intervals, such that 

0.1 < f 1 < 0.9 .• to insure that the relative error in ~ be small. According to 

Eq. ( 5), an m > 0. 1 for the shortest interval will make the relative error 

primarily dependent on the last term. Then for the longest interval, where 

we have f 1 :!! 0.9, rn> 5. Since practical efficiencies are usually less than 

1/4, the average counting rates per interval in both channels are E A ffi-1. 25, 

EB rn -I.zs, for the longest interval. When the average counting rate per 

interval is 1.25 the probability of four-digit binary numbers a. or b., i.e. 
1 1 

greater than 7, will be less than 10-4 For this reason the correlation method 

in Case I requires a device that can handle three -digit binary numbers, ai 

and b.. As will be seen from Section III, the complexity of the electronic 
1 

equipment necessary for the correlation method increases approximately as 

the square of the nurnber of digits of ai and bi in the binary system of 

numbers. 
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The consideration of practical efficiencies together with Eq. (5) shows 

that very little would be gained in statistical accuracy with more ~_omplex 

devices capable of handling more than three -digit numbers. The only case 

in which larger devices thah 11three-digit type 11 would be required would be 

in the presence of a large background due to causes outside the source. Here 

a A and aB can be made arbitrarily small by making the source much stronger, 

with the result that the average counting rates per interval become considerably 

greater than 1. Similar analysis of'Case II shows that at-..MJ-digit device is 

sufficient when the background counting rate external.to the source is much 

less than 1/4 counti6W per interval. A two-digit device for Case II requires 

approximate! y the same complexity as a three -digit device for Case I, and 

has the additional advantage that prompt correlated background, if present, 

is eliminated by means of the delay introduced. 
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3. THE CORRELATION DEVICE 

The block diagram of a circuit ~that performs the operations required 
~ '. { -: :· . . -~ ; . ' . ' ' "" 

by Case I of the correlation method i'§· shown in Fig. 1. "Fdr practical 

reasons, as indicated earlier; the·'pfodtict function of the device is li:mited 

to a maximum of 7 x 7 counts per·interval, which is adequate for a maximum 

average input em(l +a) = 1.25 in each channel per interval. The cor

relation device;/conjunction with two exte~nal 11 256" scalers, registers the 

total counts per channel, ~a., ~b.; the total product ~a.b. obtal.rted by 
1 1 1 1 . 

accumulating the products taken at the end of each interval; and the total 

number of intervals N in the time T of the experiment. From these data, 

<I>N may be computed according to Eq. (1). 

The operation of the correlation device can best be described by dis

cussing the cycle of events that begins when the ''stop-count" switch is 

turned to the "count" position. The interval gate <;>pens, allowihg pulses 

from the interval generator to feed the interval scaler and the gate generator. 

The purpose of the interval .scaler is twofold: first, its dividing action pro

vides factors of two in interval-length adjustment, and secondly, it accumulates 

the total number of interval generator pulses, which permits the determination 

of th,e number of intervals.· The interval-selector switch feeds a pulse to the 

stop-interval amplifier from the desired binary in the interval scaler. The 

output of the amplifier simultaneously triggers the gate generator, which 

closes gates A and B and begins firing a chain of 12 one -shot multi

vibrators whose "domino" action provides 12 consecutive 4-microsecond 

pulses. In the first cycle of events the gate generator is already in the 

closed state when it receives from the stop-:imterval amplifier; however, 

in the cycles that follow the gate generator will be in the open state before 

the stop-interval pulse arrives. 

The fir-st one -shot multi vibrator delays the multiplication function of 

the following nine one -shot multi vibrators fo insure that the "counts per 

interval binaries" have completed storing counts that might have arrived 

immediately prior to the closing of the gates A and B. The multiplying 

ope ration of the device is now effected by the following nine one -shots, each 

of which provides a multiplier pulse. The product a.b. of the counts stored 
1 1 

in the "counts per interval binaries" is transmitted to the product scaler by 

the multiplication pulses through the product gates. As previously mentioned, 
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MU-11272 

' Fig. 1. Block diagram of the correlation device. 
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the gate generator is not open for the first cycle, consequently the first 

product is zero. The next one -shot sends a clear pulse to the "counts per 

interval binaries" to restore them to the zero state in preparation.for the 

next count interval. The final one-shot delivers a pulse to the gate generator, 

which opens gates A and B to begin counting for the next interval.- The 

count period continues until the interval scaler delivers another signal to 

* the stop-interval amplifier, which recycles the above events. 

An electronic device that performs the ope rations for Case II of the cor

relation method differs from the above description only in that one 

channel, say channel A, requires several 11 counts per interval binaries~'" 

Only the last set of these binaries is directly coupled with the product 

gates. The function of the other sets is to store counts for the desired 

number of intervals by which channel A is to be delayed. The function 

of the clear signal is to simultaneously transfer the counts on one set 

to the next set closer to the product gates, and to clear only the first 

set, which is the only one directly fed by pulses from gate A. During 

the interval ti when gate A is open, each of the other sets of binaries 

is in a stationary state corresponding to the number of counts that 

appeared in the appropriate preceding intervals. When the interval is 

over and the multiplication process takes place the product transferred 

to the product scaler is a .. x b. if j is the number of additional 
1-J 1 

11 counts per interval binaries. 11 The additional equipment required for 

the operations has not yet been designed, hence the experiments described 

in Section IV apply to Cases I of the correlation methods. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Before discussing experiments using sources with correlated radi

ations we present, in Tables I and II, sample results constituting an 

operational test of the circuit. Table I represents a set of measurements, 

with uncorrelated inputs for different counting rates, which are in good 

agreement with the expected statistical deviation'obtained from Eq. (7). 

Table I 

Varification of (j)'N = 0 for a and b random and uncorrelated. T = 1 ms. 

a D(<j> ) (E t d St t' t' 1 
N N 

xpec e a 1s 1ca 
.Oeviation) 

2359.9 1.73276 1.49987 0.00417 0.0022 
\ 

2358.4 0. 763450 0.598521 0.00004 0.0009 

2358.4 0. 744592 0.835460 -0.00167 0.0011 

2359.4 0.350321 0.300182 .:.o.oo377 0.0038 

2357.5 0.635861 0.837829 0.000994 0.0010 

By connecting the same source of random pulses from a detector to 

both channels, we can check the operation of the circuit by comparing the 

observed average product -
1
- ~ a 2 . = 7 with that expected from a 

N i=1 
1 

Poisson distribution of input counts. A deviation will result if the distri

bution is significantly distorted by the dead time of the detection equipment, 

or if the average input per interval is such that there is an appreciable prob

ability of exceeding 7 counts per interval. Such tests have given results 

which verify, within the expected statistical error, the relation for a 

Poisson distribution ;z = a 2 +a. 
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Table II 

V 'f' . f - --z en 1cat1on o cj>N = a -2 - a =a 

N/256 cj>N cj>N 
-

o(cJ>N) a - a 

~-

4725.2 0.57059 0. 56907 -0.00152 0,001 

29556.8 0.64071 0.63891 -0.0018 0.0005 

3596.8 0.661629 0.661678 -0.00005 0.001 

3783.5 0.21082 0.21112 0.0003 0.001 

- -----·--- ~-
Correlated Radiations 

Cobalt-60. 60 
A weak Co source was placed between two Nai (T 1) crystals 

coupled to Dumont Type 6292 photomultiplier tubes. The photomultipliers 

were connected to pulse -height analyzers with each window width set to 

integrate the photoelectric peaks from both y rays in the cascade. Each 

channel of the correlation circuit was fed by a pulse-height analyzer. 

Table III 

Results of Cobalt-60 experiment T=l msec 

N/256 a b a:o cj>N 
Kxpected 

Dispersion 

14169 0.33360 0.47889 0.17111 0.01135 0.0002 

14164 0.33317 0.48064 0.171:35 0.01122 0. 0002 

14394 0.33211 0.48414 0.17236 0.01156 0.0002 

14153 0.33355 0.48 746 0.17399 0.01140 0.0002 

0.01138 

The results of Table III all fall within the 0.0002 statistical error of 

the average cj>N = 0.01138. From this value of cj>N and a, o, it can be 

estimated that the efficiencies for detecting the individual y rays were 

2. 7o/o, in agreement with estimates made from considerations of geometry 
and photoelectric efficiency. 
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S.odium..:zz Arigular Correlation . h 'h'l . d' . f ' N 22 
T e ann1 1 ahon ra 1at1on rom a 

positrons provides a convenient way of testing the effectiveness of .the 

correlation method, since by ·'.V;a.rying the angle between the detectors and 

the source one can change the coefficient of correlation at will while the 

average counting rates in each counter remains the same. Figure 2 shoVJs 

the curve obtained with the scintillation detectors at a distance 12 em from 

the source. No special precautions were taken to reduce scattering; hence, 

a correlation due to scattered '{rays was detected at angles other than 180°. 

The experiments described above were presented merely to illustrate 

the effectiveness of the method in detecting a correlation if present; there 

is no apparent advantage in using the correlation method instead of the co

incidence method for such experiments, since results of the same accuracy 

could be obtained with a coincidence circuit using a resolving time shorter 

than 10-
5 

second. It must be pointed out, however, that a 1 msec interval 

was used in these measurements. A coincidence circuit with a 1-msec 

resolving time would yield results with a greatly increased error. 

Measurement of the Half Life of Yttrium:;;88m. The half life 3 • 4 of YSSm 

affords an excellent means of checking the applicability of the correlationJ 

method in half-life measurements in the millisecond region. YSSm is the 

daughter of zr
88

, which decays by electron capture with a half life of 85 days; 

hence, obtaining the correlation, as a function of counting interval time, be

tween the Yttrium X-rays coincident with K capture and the 395-kev gamma 

following the decay of YSSm will constitute a determination of the half life in 

accordance with Eq. ( 2}. 
sa . 

The Zr· source was placed between an X-ray detector and gamma de-

tector to insure maximum geometrical efficiency for both radiations. The 

function q,N was then evaluated for 14 different interval lengths between 

0.116 msec and 2.5 msec, with the source strength such that for the longest 

interval the average counting rate did not exceed 1.5 counts per interval. 

3 
E.K. Hyde, M.G. Florence, andA.E. Larsh, Phys. Rev. 97, 1255 (1955). 

4 
S.H. Vegors and P. Axel, Ph·y-s. Rev. lOX, 1067 (1956). 
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An analysis of the statistics shows that each measurement of <jY-N 

carries approximately the same relative error 6(<j>N) ~ 3%. Figure 3 
<I> 

shows that the measured points .,! =~ fit a smooth curve after normali-

zation with respect to input average cJunting rate. The hc~.lf life deduced 
-3 

from this curve gives the value of 0.293 ± .020 x 10 sec for the half 

life of YBBm. 
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